
Construction accidents are more than just the builder’s risk 
 
This blog examines the many far-reaching risks for buildings under 
construction and the insurance implications. 
 

 

For the second time in a month, a massive construction crane has collapsed 
during work. The first was the now-famous victim of Superstorm Sandy’s wrath. 
It dangled from the 74th story of One57, New York’s tallest residential condo (90 
stories when complete), with units selling up to $90 million. The second, a 16-
story crane in Australia employed by the same general contractor as One57’s, 
burst into flames and buckled. 
  

Both accidents damaged the buildings that were under construction. Both closed 
local businesses—those in Manhattan, including a luxury hotel with 900 guests, 
were closed for a week. Already, lawsuits have been filed in New York for income 
losses suffered by businesses that were shut down in the One57 incident, and 
the building owners may be drawn into the suit along with the contractors. In 
several other recent news-making construction accidents, expensive air 
conditioning units were dropped four stories, building supplies and third-party 
vehicles were destroyed, people were injured severely, and at least one person 
was killed. The direct damage and liability from construction accidents can be 
enormous. 
  

The costs of such incidents include not only the repair or replacement of 
fantastically expensive equipment, but also repairs to damaged buildings, the 
loss of income for the evacuated businesses, and harm to other third parties, 
including loss of life or limb. Your residential property could also suffer 
reputational damage and legal defense costs, especially if recklessness or code 
violations are to blame for your construction accident. If the incident is severe 
enough, it could cause lengthy and costly project delays. 
  

Getting the Right Construction Insurance 

Don’t think that the general contractor will take care of all your needs under his 
builders risk, or “course of construction,” insurance policy. There are many 
multifamily dwelling construction project types, and each has its own insurance 
needs. If you are building a new residential complex, a builders risk insurance 
policy is absolutely necessary, and it should be set up to cover your interest as 
well as your lenders’ or investors’ interests. Adding a new building to an existing 
complex or adding a wing to a current building may require both builders risk for 
the contractor and changes to the building owner’s commercial property and 
liability policy. 
  



The formulas and wording are critical for appropriate coverage, so the broker 
who assembles the policy has got to be an experienced professional. There may 
have to be negotiations with multiple insurers and multiple participants in the 
construction project to make sure that all contract stipulations are met and that 
no gaps are left for either the contractor or the project owner. Among the costs 
to cover are direct damage to the building owner’s property, financial concerns 
for the owner from delays (such as permit fees, taxes, lender penalties, and 
income or investment losses, to name a few), and owner liability exposure in the 
case of third-party injury or property damage. Of course, the contractor has his 
own concerns that need to be dealt with as well. 
  

Your insurance also has to respond with the appropriate level of payouts (limits) 
and have affordable levels of co-insurance (deductibles). You want to make sure 
that the perils or hazards that are covered include the ones you are most 
exposed to, so mention your concerns to your broker. Not all policies cover all 
perils. Some are specifically excluded or included with high co-insurance 
responsibilities for the insured. You also need to make sure that your 
construction contract specifies who has responsibility for policy deductibles and 
that all terms of the contract and the insurance policy meet the building owner’s 
obligations to the mortgage/lender agreement. 
  

Keep in mind also that, if you are extending your property with new amenities, 
additional units, or even interior upgrades to elevators, facilities or utilities, you 
are almost surely increasing the value of the entire building and need to adjust 
your insurance to reflect that. That change should be effected before substantial 
progress on the upgrades is made. Your insurance agent will have access to 
excess liability insurance policies, as well, if you feel you need more coverage 
than is available through standard policies for your construction project. 
 
Comments? Questions? Stories? Let us know! 
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